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Editors Note

The future of downshift and my commitment.
Hello Everyone! My name is Justin Levine, and although I am perhaps the
newest member of HDRPCA, I am excited to get involved and take the helm
on The Downshift, our newsletter. The purpose of my writing is to not only
introduce myself, but outline my vision for how our newsletter can live up to
our motto of: “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.”
As I understand it, the struggle with The Downshift in the past was that
nobody was contributing, summarizing, or had the time to put together
something special. I’m not a writer or editor by trade, in fact, I sell cars for my
job. The truth is, nobody sells cars because it’s easy, stress free, or because
people love to come into a dealership (believe me, none of the
aforementioned are remotely applicable to my job). I sell cars to meet the
people, because although the machines are beautiful, the experiences within
them and surrounding them are what make them yours.
Our unified love for Porsche, the history, and the technology has brought us
together. The Downshift, under my guidance, will more represent what
people join us for: the community. As such, I need you to contribute. If we
don’t have content for a monthly release, we won’t release monthly. You all
deserve a complete representation of your love for your vehicles and your
community: my promise is not to undermine that in my position as editor of
our newsletter.
I’d like to finish this off by thanking all of you for being so welcoming, but a
special thanks to Gary and Leslie Barbour for referring me to this opportunity,
and to Joe and the board for trusting me with this awesome opportunity: I
will not let you down.
- Justin Levine
Editor in Chief, Downshift
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A Spyder Story
by Ken Moore
“Three years!!??” Audrey sounded exasperated. I was glad I was not on the other end of this phone call.
“IF you get an allocation?” The volume was rising. “I can’t wait three years!” Uh-oh. This is not going well.
“I am going to call someone else….” End of conversation.
“Who was that?” I innocently inquired. “Porsche Beverly Hills….” This was getting serious, like in-needofan-intervention-serious. Audrey had set her mind on a new car, and when Audrey sets her mind on
something, it is best to accommodate her or get out of the way. I thought I was sufficiently out of her
way to be (temporarily) safe.
She had spent the past day calling every Porsche dealership in the Pacific Northwest, pleading her
case. “I am looking for a 718 Spyder….” Same answer from all the dealerships. Two, maybe three years,
depends on allocations. Not a very promising outlook, but unpromising outlooks never deterred
Audrey.
This all began a month ago, when she announced that she had found the perfect Porsche, a 718 Spyder.
Why a 718 Spyder? The reviews were unanimously outstanding. The 2021 version was a naturally
aspirated six-speed, and drove like a bat of hell. Several reviews claimed it was a better driver’s car
than the vaunted 911. And the styling was, well, sexy
So Audrey began her quest for a 718 Spyder locally, at Kendall Porsche. Nope, probably two years. OK,
call Beaverton Porsche. Three years. Going in the wrong direction. Try Porsche Walnut Creek. Three
years again. Porsche Tacoma, 2-3 years. Hmm, I am sensing a trend here. Audrey does not get
discouraged, she gets determined. Calls to Colorado, Arizona, Texas, Florida. Now she is building a
spread sheet. Three years seems to be the consensus. Wisely, I offer no commentary.
Who did I miss?” Uh, Aukland? “Nevada….I didn’t call anyone in Nevada…” Reno, three years. Gaudin
Porsche in Las Vegas. Her inquiry leads to a conversation. A long conversation. Now she is talking about
carbon fiber seats. PCCB. Bose or Burmester. I begin to pay attention. Build sheet? You’ll take what?
(continued)
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Such began the hunt for the elusive 718 Spyder, a Porsche Unicorn among Porsche Unicorns. A car so
in demand that it is back ordered three years. Supply chain issues? I mean, is there a ship full of 718
Spyders bobbing in the waters off Long Beach? No, simply extremely in demand.
Audrey has been a Porsche aficionado since the 1970s. Her first taste of Porsche passion was a 1964
356C. In Ruby Red, or course. Next was a 1997 Boxster. As in the original Boxster. As in one of the very
first Boxsters imported to North America. Metallic black with red leather. We still have that one-owner,
always garaged, never been damaged, all original (with the exception of a new top and IMS bearing)
beauty.
Part of our wedding vows had something to do with Porsches. I can’t really remember clearly, as I was
quite smitten, but if you want the woman, just say yes. I said yes. This yes led to a Panamera 4S, a
Cayenne GTS, and a Carrera S Cabriolet. What had I gotten myself into? And now, a 718 Spyder.
When Audrey called Gaudin Porsche in Las Vegas, the phone was answered by a well informed and
personal Brand Ambassador. Yes, he had a 718 Spyder right there in the showroom. In fact, he had two
right there in the showroom! Both were blue, one Arrow Blue, the other Club Blau. Both were very
similarly equipped. As in loaded. Very loaded. Every option available. Paint to sample. Custom interiors.
And a custom window sticker to match. Yikes! Now she has my attention.
It seems two high roller types, strolled in and custom ordered a pair of customized 718 Spyders. Shortly
thereafter, the dealership received an allocation of two GT3s, and they opted for those, leaving the
Spyders in production and unclaimed. Now, this was almost too good to be true. Our High Desert
Region friends, Stu and Vicky Malakoff, were also in the hunt for a 718 Spyder (did I mention high
demand?). Audrey now asked for both build sheets. “I think we will buy both of them…"
When Audrey called Gaudin Porsche, the Brand Ambassador asked where she was calling from. “Bend,
Oregon …….. did you ever hear of it?” Silence. Cricket-like silence. “Are you there?” Yes, he replied, I
know Bend. In fact, he grew up in Bend. And, more in fact, his father, Tom Anderson, started, operated
and eventually sold Carrera Porsche in 2014 to Kendall. Mike Anderson had settled in Las Vegas, but,
like Audrey, had Porsche in his blood.
The build sheets were shared with the Malakoffs, and we selected our dream machines, Audrey and I
preferred Club Blau and the Malakoffs went for Arrow Blue. Audrey called Mike back. He wondered
“What are the odds of me moving to Las Vegas and selling two cars in one phone call to someone
from my home town?”
So, we set to figuring out how to get these two Porsche Unicorns from Las Vegas to Bend in mid
November. We coordinated a trip to Death Valley, Joshua Tree, and Palm Springs with the Malakoffs
flying down to Las Vegas. Vicky, using her extensive travel connections scored two rooms at the Las
Vegas Waldorf-Astoria. Remember, we are picking up 718 Spyders, you gotta keep up the image.
Weather permitting, we were going on a road trip!

(continued)
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Saturday, November 13, is a day to remember. We arrive at Gaudin, are greeted by Mike, and escorted
to the special corner of the showroom holding two 718 Spyders with “SOLD” signs on them. Now,
Audrey is seldom at a loss for words. She was on November 13. Total and complete. The cars were
gorgeous. Ours was easy to pick out. Stu was hugging one; ours must be the other. The Spyders were
simply breathtaking.

The colors were spectacular. The interiors were jaw dropping. The styling was, again, sexy. Simply
wow. Before I knew it, Audrey had keys in hand, and was doing donuts in the parking lot. Yeah, she
was very comfortable in a 718 Spyder. While she warmed up the tires, I completed the paperwork and
sold the rights to my right kidney (the left kidney is claimed by our Carrera S Cabriolet).
First order of business? A quick spin out to Red Rocks, where our nephew does climbing instruction.
Lots of posed photos. Lots of lusting looks from gawking on-lookers. This car rocks (pun intended).
Back to the Waldorf-Astoria. The 718 Spyders made the Aston-Marin at Valet look stuffy and old.
These cars are sexy!
Thus began the saga of the 842 mile road trip north from Las Vegas.
We departed the Waldorf-Astoria on a bright blue morning, tops down, of course. Wait. Stu and Vicky
had their top down, as did Audrey. I was driving home in our reliable Suburban, top up. Not quite a
Porsche, or even close. We made an agreement. Wait for me now and then. First scheduled stop was
the charmless town of Tonopah, for lunch. Did I just say “scheduled”?
Well, we proceeded to have an unscheduled stop, about 192 miles north of Las Vegas. Now, 192 miles
north of Las Vegas is pretty much 180 miles north of anything memorable. Sage brush is the primary
plant. Probably the only plant. Even the Joshua Trees don’t grow 180 miles north of Las Vegas.
Right about at milepost 192, Stu’s brand spanking new 718 Spyder burped. As in it released a fog of
vapor, covering Audrey’s windshield. Quickly, Stu’s car slowed from about 200 KPH to a crawl, pulling
over on the gravel shoulder, which resembled the gravel hills and the gravel valleys. Overheating.
Badly. Warning lights. Polite mechanical voices saying “please check coolant.” Uh-oh. Now, two brand
spanking new 718 Spyders are on the side of one of the loneliest roads in America. Proverbial middleof-nowhere. Actually, it was indeed the middle-of-nowhere. Nearest settlement is an abandoned gold
mining town, Goldfield, population 84. But, there is cell phone service. Thank you, Verizon! Eventually,
I showed up in my trusty Suburban. Its coolant system was functioning as designed, thank you.
(continued)
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Now, Audrey does not sit still very well. She began roaming around in the desert, searching for unique
rocks. The middle-of-nowhere 180 miles north of Las Vegas looks like where the Lost Dutchman Mine
could be located. She found the old road, a dirt road, and……a suspicious pile of fresh dirt. “Get over
here!” Having a strong survival instinct, I got right over there. “Look….. this is fresh…it is the size of a
grave….and look…there is a broken bracelet….someone is buried here….” Photos are taken to document
the site. Audrey is sure this is a mob burial ground. Images from “Casino” flash through my mind. Maybe
we found Jimmy Hoffa. Audrey calls the Nye County Sheriff, providing location and a damning photo.
They agreed it deserves a closer inspection.
Meanwhile, Wolf Pack Towing has arrived, sporting a very clean and modern platform truck. Out of the
cab jumps approximately 4% of the population of Goldfield. Dad (t-shirt inside out), son #1, and son
#2.
Dad: Looks like another Porsche cooling sensor failure.
Son #2: Yup. Third one this month.
Son #1: Had a Lambo with the same problem a couple days ago.
Dad: You gotta be careful with these here Spyders…they have a low front end.

OK, they have been to this rodeo before. The three Goldfielders quickly located the tow hook, knew it
was counter-threaded (I didn’t), hooked up Stu’s Arrow Blue Unicorn, and began the slow process of
winching it on to the platform truck. The Goldfielders brought some scrap lumber to roll the tires up in
a meticulous manner to avoid scraping the low hanging front spoiler. Yes, the Goldfielders were used
to retrieving exotic cars and treated the Spyder with the utmost care. Being it was afternoon, Arrow
Blue was on its way to an evening in Goldfield, then south to Vegas in the morning.
Thankfully, the trusty Suburban was there, and it quickly swallowed the Malakoff luggage and Vicky.
Stu and Audrey hopped in Club Blau and roared off to the north, destination Tonopah.
After a forgettable lunch in Tonopah, it was north to Austin, Battle Mountain, and to the evening
destination of Winnemucca. Top down in the Spyder, top up in the ‘Burb.
A quick morning snack and back on the road for the final 360 miles into Bend. Audrey felt bad for Stu
and Vicky, as they were leaving for New Jersey the next day. “He won’t get a chance to drive his
Spyder for two weeks….I want Stu and Vicky to drive my car to Bend, and I will ride with you…” So, off
sped Stu and Vicky, and we watched their tail lights recede into the horizon.
Eventually, we arrived at the Malakoff residence to retrieve the 718 Spyder. Still pristine, except for 842
miles of bugs. Even with the entomological addition, that car is still, well, sexy.
(continued)
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The Malakoffs flew off to New Jersey the next day. Arrow Blue headed south to Gaudin Porsche.
Audrey and I headed out to explore the back roads of Central Oregon in Club Blau. What a car! Audrey
knows her Porsches, and she picked an amazing driving machine.
Turns out the problem with Arrow Blue was a cooling system hose clamp, which apparently was still
somewhere in Germany. A fifty cent part just cost Porsche Assistance a 200 mile tow.
A goodly number of 718 Spyders were assembled with faulty connecting rod bolts. Porsche corrected
the issue by replacing the entire drive train and bolstering the already adequate warranty. Somewhere
in that mechanical changeover, a minor but critical part was kicked under a toolbox.
Porsche Assistance delivered the Malakoff’s 718 Spyder in mid-December, just in the nick of time for
icy, cindery Central Oregon roads. The delivery location? Wal-Mart parking lot, of course. Nice touch,
Porsche Assistance.

Club Blau is snug in her garage, car cover and battery tender at the ready, anticipating a long winter
nap, free from the perils of Central Oregon ice and cinder, as is Arrow Blue. Even enshrouded in a car
cover the 718 Spyder is, well, sexy.
PS – The Nye County Sheriff did call back.

(end)
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Pinning the Pannie

or How I Learned to Love Drilling Holes in my
Porsche by Hack Heyward
In the June 2021 issue of Downshift, member Yves Teirlynck took us through the process of pinning the
metal coolant pipes on his Metzger-engined 996 Turbo. Pinning, as he explained, is the process of
bolting the coolant pipes to the engine castings. Porsche apparently thought merely epoxying these
connections that join the coolant pipes to the engine would be sufficient. They were quickly proven
wrong—the coolant pipes are prone to slide out, or sometimes explode out, as the epoxy fails.
The same problem exists on Porsche’s dry-sump, DOHC, 4-valves per cylinder aluminum V8. One of the
stronger arguments in the proposed class-action lawsuit against Porsche regarding that engine is that
they knew this epoxy solution has been faulty since 2001, when the water-cooled road car generation
of Metzger engines appeared in the 996 Turbo, GT2, and GT3. These very high-performance cars are
more likely to stress their cooling systems, so the problems first became apparent there. Keep in mind
that the first generation Panamera, the 970, didn’t appear for another eight years in 2009, so Porsche
had plenty of time, and even plenty of experience with the same V8 in the Cayenne, to develop a
better solution for the V8 Panamera.
To me, a first-time Panamera owner of a 2011 Panamera Turbo with 55,000 miles, the risk was more
unpleasant knowing that even a leak rather than a sudden catastrophic failure would ruin the
expensive (because it supports auto start/stop) starter motor nestled in the valley of the engine’s vee.
And in a car as quiet and well-insulated as the Panamera, the likely first hint of a problem would be
sudden over-heating—pray you noticed and can stop in time to avoid damaging that twin-turbo allaluminum engine. So this began to feel a lot like the M96 IMS problem. Yeah, the odds are it won’t
happen to you, but just fix it so you can sleep better. Porsche is not going to fix it for you, at least
anytime soon. Porsche did solve the problem, by the way, for the second generation (971 beginning in
2017) cars with screwed in rather than epoxied connections.
I started by scoping the project. An easy first step was removing some turbo plumbing and the throttle
body to get a good look at the thermostat housing and begin to think about exactly where to drill and
tap to insert bolts. Reality check—this won’t be trivial because the intake manifold has to come off.
And if the intake manifold comes off, 90% of the work to replace the spark plugs is already done. Even
though this car underwent the Certified Pre-Owned process in 2019, the documentation didn’t indicate
that the plugs were changed at that time (33,000 miles).
(continued)
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So the scope of this half-day project began to take shape. I called Yves for technical advice and to ask what to
look out for. Would he like to come over and help? As a former owner of a Panamera Turbo S and clearly an
expert in drilling holes in Porsche engine castings, how could he say no? He couldn’t. Although he did add to the
scope by pointing out that if the CPO documentation didn’t show that the plugs had been changed then, how
about the air filter? And by the way, that requires removing the front bumper cap. “No, no, no—that can’t be
right,” said a club member at the recent Oregon Festival of Cars while admiring the engine and hearing this. “You
should be able to un-bolt a few things and slide it out from above.” This particular club member is a Panamera
owner himself and apparently hasn’t yet had the pleasure of an air filter change. The air filter is mounted very low,
just behind the bumper cap, and sits horizontally in its own plastic box. The airflow through it is straight up. Prior
to removing the bumper cap, you can barely see the plastic box from above, let alone open it and get to the
filter. So I can now confirm that it will take any Panamera owner up to 2 hours to replace their air filter, which is a
best-case scenario assuming the benefits of a learning curve (i.e., after a first time experience which will probably
take all afternoon).
After a two-week wait for parts—UPS lost the $165 BMC air filter in route but then found it again the very day I
had resolved to cancel and re-order—and another $75 for the correct Bosch plugs (different for the Turbo) and
$7.00 for small stainless-steel bolts and red Loctite, we were ready to begin what had grown to be a full-day
project.
We began by removing the bumper cap. When I found this car in Virginia and had a PPI done by an independent
shop there, they told me that there was a small chip in one of the headlight assemblies: “We’ve seen this before,”
they said. “Someone has tried to remove the front bumper cap without first removing the headlights.” So, we
removed the headlights first. That was pretty straightforward. There is a tool that comes with the car that is
inserted from the engine bay side and turns the bent rod forward to release the headlight assembly. The
headlight washer supply (on the passenger side) and the electrical connector are disconnected, and the assembly
comes right out.
The actual bumper cap removal is not so straightforward. There is a long black plastic cover on top of the upper
end of the bumper cap. This is snapped in and must be carefully pried up and out so as not to break the tabs.
Once this piece is out of the way, four mounting screws that hold the top of the bumper cap can be accessed
and removed. I did this work as well as the headlight removal, then Yves took the lead—he’d done the bumper
removal before. On each side, there are two mounting screws in the inner fender and one behind the inner fender
liner. And there are four more mounting screws on the bottom of the bumper cap. The amber side marker light
electrical connections have to be removed and there are two complex plastic clips near the headlights that have
to be removed—very German. Also the parking proximity sensor needs to be disconnected. Once Yves had
removed all connectors and carefully placed all loose parts in the right order on a towel placed on a bench for
this purpose, we managed to wiggle the bumper cap free without scratching the paint and set it aside. Figure 1
shows the electrical connections for the passenger side marker light assembly as well as the headlight washer
supply line connector that crosses over to the driver side.

figure 1
bumper cap removed

(continued)
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Figure 1 also shows the radiator on the passenger side. While exposed, these were thoroughly
vacuumed and cleaned.
The next step was opening the plastic box mentioned earlier that houses the horizontally mounted air
filter. This involves removing four screws at the front of the box and loosening four more at the rear so
the top of the box can be forced open in the front just enough to pull the old filter out without
breaking the box or the ductwork connected to it. When forced open at the front but only loosened at
the back, the plastic box reminded me of a set of jaws with sharp edges that I had to hold open with
one hand and reach into with the other. Figure 2 shows that plastic box biting me as I remove the old
filter and Figure 3 shows it biting Yves as he installs the new BMC filter. The new filter was half an inch
longer than the OEM filter, by the way, but Yves wrestled it into place. (BMC, are you listening?)

figure 2
removing old filter

figure 3
inserting new filter

Next up was removing various hoses and clamps so the intake manifold could be removed and access
to the spark plugs, particularly the rearmost two plugs, could be gained. Figure 4, Driver Side Spark
Plug Access, shows the positive battery cable routed and clamped exactly in front of the access to the
driver side rearmost spark plug. Removing this clamp and moving that cable aside without breaking
anything or disconnecting the battery was one of the most challenging parts of the project.

figure 4
driver side spark plug access
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passenger side spark plug access
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Figure 5, Passenger Side Spark Plug Access, shows a similar obstruction to accessing the passenger
side rearmost spark plug. As you can see, this V8 is jammed up against the firewall just like every other
modern front-mounted V8, Porsche or otherwise.
The spark plugs definitely looked original. OEM spark plugs have a fairly small gap at .027, and two of
the eight plugs had their gaps completely bridged with powdered carbon. The correct Bosch OEM
replacement plugs went in with no problems. The gap was correct right out of the box for all but one,
and that was easily fixed. The new plugs were torqued to the required 22 ft-lbs.
The next step was removing the intake manifold. Recall that this is necessary to uncover the
thermostat housing. Figure 6, Intake Manifold Removed, shows the thermostat housing with the
forward end of the fuel distribution manifold just above it. Note the two coolant tubes at the bottom
of the photo with bar codes printed on them.
This stage of the project involved the first of three
things I might have done differently, none of which
were damaging to the project or to the car, but they
could have been.
Even though I knew we’d be removing the intake
manifold, I didn’t buy new gaskets in advance,
because I couldn’t find any reference to them and
began to think that Porsche hadn’t used them. But it
turns out that each runner on the intake manifold has
its own gasket, so there were eight I should have had
on hand. But fortunately all eight of the existing
gaskets lifted cleanly from the cylinder head surface,
did not break, and stuck to the manifold itself. So I
cleaned the head surface with mineral spirits (the
photo in Figure 6 was taken shortly before this
cleaning.) and we decided it was prudent to re-use
the gaskets.

figure 6
intake manifold removed

Note in the closeup below, Figure 7, Coolant Tube Discoloration, the discoloration of the passenger
side (to the left in the photo) coolant tube where it joins the thermostat housing. And note that the
driver side tube has no such discoloration. One might think that the passenger side tube had already
pulled loose and was in the process of working its way out. And in fact, this is the side that usually fails
first. I tried to wiggle it and push it further in, but it wouldn’t move. And there was no evidence of
coolant having actually leaked, so this meant the original epoxy seal was intact. Maybe I could have
done that differently. Maybe I should have used enough force to break it loose, shoved it further up
into the thermostat housing, and cleaned up the leaking that would surely have resulted. But I elected
to leave the intact seal intact. What I did instead was move the planned location of the hole we would
drill just a bit closer to the edge of the housing to be sure I would drill into the tube underneath. If I
missed the tube underneath, we’d be putting a bolt into the housing that would accomplish nothing.
As it turned out, drilling the hole on that side felt just like drilling the hole on the driver side and
inserting and tightening the bolts felt exactly the same. So I’m pretty sure that not forcing the tube
further into the housing was the right move.
(continued)
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figure 7
coolant tube discoloration

Yves and I agreed that actually drilling holes in the thermostat housing was the riskiest part of this
whole project. You can read on page 17 of the June 2021 Downshift where Yves talks about how
uncomfortable it was to take a drill to his engine block. So we divided the labor as follows: I used a
punch and a hammer to locate the hole and provide a starting point for the drill bit so it wouldn’t
wander; I drilled the holes, as shown below in Figure 8, Drilling the Holes, while Yves held a cable out
of the way.
Yves then tapped the holes for the 8-32 stainless bolts as shown below in Figure 9, Tapping the Drilled
Holes. And for the final step I inserted and tightened the bolts, further secured by the use of red Loctite thread lock. During this last part I could be heard muttering, “This is aluminum—don’t over-tighten.
You’re using Loctite anyway—don’t over-tighten. Aluminum is soft—don’t over-tighten.”

figure 8
drilling the holes

figure 9
tapping the drilled holes

Here we are drilling holes and then tapping them within inches of the front intake ports, which were
wide open since we had removed the manifold. Just a step away was a stack of microfiber towels. But
did I think to stuff a few in the wide-open intake ports before we started drilling so as to keep the
aluminum shavings being thrown off by the drill bit from falling in? I did not. But we were drilling the
holes slowly and carefully and had coated the drill bit with grease. And the car runs great now, so
maybe we got away with it. Nevertheless, I certainly would have done that differently.
(continued)
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Figure 10, Pinned, below shows the completed installation of the bolts that pin the coolant tubes to
the thermostat housing.

figure 10
pinned!

Results have been a noticeable improvement in performance, a one mpg improvement in
fuel economy, and the complete departure of a small but annoying off-idle hesitation.
New plugs and a new high-performance air filter will do that. Financial results have been
even better. Direct costs were $247. This is about a $5,000 project if the dealer does it, not
only because of all the expensive labor hours required to remove and reinstall the
manifold, but also because a dealer would have replaced the thermostat housing in order
to make the repair. That would have added even more labor hours since it would have
involved removing the fuel rails. And a dealer would have just re-epoxied the pipes rather
than pinned them.
But the best result is my peace of mind knowing that I will not fall victim to a
catastrophic engine failure triggered by failing coolant pipes. It would have been great
if Porsche had offered a recall on this known design flaw. However, spending a quality
day in the garage in order to remediate the issue wasn’t bad.
In summary, Yves and I recommend this procedure as safe and effective, provided it is
performed before any coolant leakage occurs and you have the required DIY skills.

(end)
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March Tech Session

at Elite Motorcars by Ralph Anzellotti (edited by Ralph Conradt)
Porsche Tech Session, Saturday March 12th
Garrick Matlock's Elite Motorcars was bursting out the roll-up doors at his first Bend location
on Lafayette Street. While he always kept one hoist free for service and repair clients,
projects needed to be rolled around his minimal parking lot. And since he has been known to
drop everything to accommodate someone that is stuck by the side of the road, where to
work on their car? That is no longer a concern at Elite's new 3000 square foot operation on
American Loop.
While Garrick will argue that his is a one man shop, four legged German shop assistant will
argue otherwise. Falco, a long haired Dachshund will insist that he is the C.T.O. Falco's job
security is assured since cars have been getting more and more computerized. However,
without an opposable thumb, Falco needs Garrick to set up the computerized engine
analyzer. But there are enough tasks to go around. One could hardly expect Falco, with such
short arms and legs, perform a four wheel alignment on the GT-3 squatting on Elite's Hunter
Alignment machine (see pic). While Falco has not received the kind of formal training as
Garrick---- Garrick has completed the "Porsche Technology Apprenticeship Program" and
received the "Porsche Gold Level Certification" he prefers "paws on experience" to keep him
up to date.

Garrick Matlock's new location
Elite Motorcars - 61523 SE American Loop, Bend, 97702.
Phone; 904-635-0991
https://www.elitemotorcarsbend.com/
(continued)
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Space is no longer an issue at Elite Motorcars Bend.
The main shop has a two post lift and a Hunter Alignment machine. A wall separates the
main shop from a slightly smaller bay which houses equipment for mounting/balancing
tires and other services.
The tech session featured a green GT-3 on the Hunter alignment machine. The GT-3 P-car
had just been equipped with a roll-bar. Even that small weight increase required corner
balancing for race applications. After caster and camber were adjusted alignment was
imperative. Who knew these small adjustments and the addition of some safety
equipment would require corner balance and alignment adjustments? Garrick knows these
important things! And Falco is always there to offer a helping paw.
A red 993 on the other lift had recently been won at auction and awaited Elite's magic
touch.
Garrick spoke nuances of alignment, the importance of proper service, the use of oil and
brake fluids that meet or exceed Porsche's rigid standards. Garrick could not emphasise
enough the importance of factory parts. For those who have used Elite we know that he is
as good a Porsche tech as can be found in Central Oregon. He did not shy away from even
the most complex question. As was the case last spring, Elite Motorcars is again offering
$100 oil change specials. Bring in any Porsche make and model. The service includes
Mahle oil filter and Mobil 1 full synthetic engine oil.
Garrick Matlock's Elite Motorcars new location is at 61523 SE American Loop, Bend, 97702.
Phone; 904-635-0991 https://www.elitemotorcarsbend.com/

Don't forget to say hi to Falco!
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February Tech Session

at Matrix Integrated by Tom Rattle

On a sunny and crisp February 12th morning, about 25 Porsche SUV enthusiasts – and
potential ones – gathered at Matrix Integrated to learn about Porsche SUV’s. The bulk of the
conversation, led by owner Jeremy Williams and supported by Christian Close and Porsche
mechanic Blake Veins, was primarily focused on The Cayenne; there were four different
versions from the model’s various iterations there for inspection, including Jeremy’s personal
92A Turbo. A Macan was also in attendance.
Most of the discussion and questions revolved around the differences between versions,
common problem areas of each and problem areas across all of the SUV’s. It was also
emphasized that the cars are generally reliable, over-engineered, extremely capable offpavement (Cayenne) and a blast to drive (both, but esp. the Macan).
Near the end, Jeremy had a few trivia questions for the crowd, most of them drawing blank
stares and shaking heads. A sample:
What was the Porsche code name for the Cayenne when it was under development? (A.
Colorado)
What was the code name for the Macan? (A. Cajun, a blend of Cayenne and Junior)
What does Macan mean, and in what language? (A. Tiger, in Javanese)
Thanks to Jeremy and his team for an enjoyable and informative morning
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Membership Update
by Hack Heyward

Over the past several months, we’ve added 22 new primary members. We’ve also had two transfers
in from other regions for a total of 24. With a few transfers out and the normal amount of attrition
due to non-renewals, our net membership is up by eleven to 293 primary members and 190 affiliate
members for a total of 483.
The new members are:
 Kristian Bohme of Bend, 2009 911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet
 David Cooks of Bend, 1968 912
 Connor Cubic of Redmond, 1995 968
 Koby Frye of Bend, 1984 944
 David Gast of Bend, 2012 Cayman
 Ray Guardado of Bend, 1987 928 S4
 Mark Harris of Bend, 1972 911T Targa
 Janie Hayden of Bend, 2021 Macan S
 Ren Hemstreet of Redmond, 2000 Boxster
 Sean Hodgson of Hermiston, 2007 Cayman S
 Ann Johnson of Bend, 2001 Boxster
 Justin Levine of Bend, 2017 911 Carrera 4S
 Gary Mann of Bend, 2016 Boxster
 Erik Parks of Bend, 2013 Cayenne Diesel
 Steve Pelosi of Sisters, 2006 Boxster S
 Deena Phillips of Baker City, 2021 Macan
 Scott Rewinkel of Bend, 2007 911 Carrera S
 Lisa Rietmann of Ione, Oregon, 2021 Cayenne
 Ann Rosenfield of Bend, 2021 Macan
 Stephen Spangler of Powell Butte, 2004 911 Turbo
Cabriolet
 Val Wadsworth of Bend, 2012 911 Carrera Cabriolet
 Greg Yeakel of Bend, 2006 911 Carrera
downshift 2.1 | membership update
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The two transfers in are:
 David Mize from Central Pennsylvania region, 2014 Porsche
 Jools Bourne from Palmetto region, 2013 911 Carrera 4S

Membership Tenure Anniversaries:
We are grateful to these members for their very significant membership tenure anniversaries
for November through March:
35 Year Anniversary:

Steven Rogers, with co-member Susan Rogers, who joined in Dec-1986

20 Year Anniversary:

Annette Yundt, with co-member Kent D. Yundt, who joined in Feb-2002
Alan Fuller, with co-member Debbie Fuller, who joined in Feb-2002

15 Year Anniversary:

Josh Van Eikeren, with co-member Paul Van Eikeren, who joined in Feb-2007
Deanna Burpee, with co-member Robert A. Burpee, who joined in Feb-2007

10 Year Anniversary:

Jay Bennett, with co-member Julie Bennett, who joined in Feb-2012 Mark
Taylor, with co-member Carol Biggs Taylor, who joined in Feb-2012 Thomas
Rattle, with co-member Myrna Rattle, who joined in Feb-2012

5 Year Anniversary:

Paul Panteleon, who joined in Nov-2016
Bob Rosencrance, with co-member Sandy Rosencrance, who joined in Nov-2016
Kerry Madsen, with co-member Marcia Madsen, who joined in Nov-2016
Eric Nguyen, with co-member Linh Ha, who joined in Dec-2016
Gary Barbour, with co-member Leslie Barbour, who joined in Feb-2017
Susan Corey, with co-member Joe Angel, who joined in Mar-2017
David Friedman, with co-member Svetlana Gudkova, who joined in Mar-2017
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Cartoons from flatsixes.com (thanks guys!)

all cartoons by Jerry King for flatsixes.com
flatsixes has kindly given us permission to use content in our newsletter. check them out at
flatsixes.com
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